
Real SC – Most Economic Prices & Resources at All Levels
Oldest Youth Competitive Soccer Club in the Area

REAL SOCCER CLUB
2020-21  COMPETITIVE PROGRAM

COVID-19 REFUND POLICY & INFO 

Throughout this unprecedented time, we have guided our decision-making by the 
principle that the well-being of all of our players, staff, parents and loved ones is always 
and will be always our first priority. 

Along these lines, we want you to be confident in registering for the soccer year 2020-21
knowing that, if the season at any time should be interrupted due to State or Cities' 
ordinances in connection  to  COVID-19 and which prohibit the practice of soccer, we 
have a solid plan & strong refund program to compensate families for the games missed 
and training not received.

Below, we first describe the policy including some initial considerations to understand 
expenses in a soccer club and then we present a real case scenario of  refunds to players 
in a hypothetical team missing half of the training & 7 games in a season. This example 
can be extrapolated to any other case (for example 8 weeks of training missed & team 
played only 2 games etc, etc).

1. POLICY

Here are some specific considerations that constitute the refund policy:

 1.1 We will give a player refund (missed games & training) which is 
proportional to the number of games the team did not play and the number 
of weeks a player did not train due to COVID-19. This refund comes from (1) 
the full referees fees and field cost for games not played, and (2) from payroll 
funds (up to 75% of them),which we will allocate for missed training. 

1.1.1 For referees and fields, the budget is set to account for 8 games in Fall
season and 8 in Spring so this is used to calculate the corresponding refund 
(see example below in section 2).
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1.1.2 We will have to see what IYSA does with the IYSA league team entry 
fee of $100/team/season). This last Spring they waved it even so all teams 
got some games so that was great for parents. In any case this is a minimal 
amount/player.

1.1.3 Prorating missed training: For example, for the Fall season, to find 
the right proportion of the refund we will consider the number of weeks 
from when a given team starts training outdoors in August to the end of 
October when the last outdoor practice takes place. For teams, who are 
planning to training indoors (futsal for example) in November and up to 
before Christmas, those weeks of training will be also be a factor although 
usually teams train less and that will be considered as well. For a Spring 
season, the analysis is analogous.

1.1.4 For calculations of missed training, the number of weeks of outdoor 
training scheduled oscillates between 10-12 weeks for each Fall and Spring,
depending on when training starts and when the last game is. The number of
weeks of indoor training, which is optional and decided at the team level, is 
about 6 weeks for each of the 2 winter sessions.

 1.2 Sunk Costs

Once we send team rosters to IYSA around mid August, 2020,  we will 
automatically incur some registration costs (IYSA players, coaches, managers 
registrations and gotsoccer system use per player– see below in section 2) that we 
will not be able to recover and refund you because IYSA and gotsoccer will not 
refund them to the clubs. 

Note: The IYSA deadline for submitting rosters is August 15, 2020. We will wait 
to the last second to submit rosters. IYSA at this time states there will be a Fall 
season.

Besides the IYSA and gotsoccer registrations explained above, there will be some 
other minor sunk costs including coaching development, staff apparel and 
marketing (see section 2 below)
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2 . CASE STUDY: PLAYER REFUND CALCULATION EXAMPLE

The best way to understand our refund policy is perhaps with a real case scenario 
for a given team. Our 2020-21 competitive program fees are summarized below. For 
this example, we will choose a hypothetical Real Boise CF U18 team of 16 players 
playing Spring 2021 only (see corresponding player fees circled in green).

Let's assume the team gets half of the training for Spring 2021 and the team ends 
up playing one league game only in the IYSA ISL league.

The refund calculation for a single player of this Real Boise U18 team follows:

2.1. GAMES REFUND

We can categorize the cost of games in 3 parts:

-Team League Entry Fee: $100 
-Referee Cost: $512 per 8 games
-Field Expenses: $100 per season

As said, let's imagine the IYSA League Games played for this team 
are: 1 game.

These fees can be found at the IYSA web site here.

We will also assume for this case that the Team League Entry Fee is 
waived by IYSA like they did in Spring 2020.
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Therefore, the team refund for the games portion is:

 100 + [(512+100) * 7/8] = $635.50/team

Players: 16

Games Refund: $39.72/player

2.2. TRAINING REFUND

For this team, let's assume they had the following training:

-Fall Outdoor Season 2020: N/A (playing High School soccer)

-Winter Season II: Futsal or Indoor soccer training/games in January 
and February 2021 before the IYSA outdoor season starts in March. 
Here, we assume here players participated in the USYF IFF futsal 
league for 6 weeks and trained once a week.

-Spring Season 2021: Shortened schedule due to an interruption or 
cancellation of soccer due to COVID19. Let's assume, players 
participated for 4 weeks of the 11 weeks of outdoor training 
scheduled. 

 CALCULATIONS for the Training Refund Per Player

Player Fee for this team: $345

Substract:

-Sunk Costs (IYSA and Gotsoccer Registrations, Equipment, Coaches Apparel, Coaches Development, 
Marketing, Taxes/Misc/Admin):$133.08/player 

This can be calculated as follows:

IYSA player/team coaches/manager & Gotsoccer & Merchant Charges: $62.40
Equipment, Coaches Apparel, Coaches Development: $16.50
Marketing: $9.07
Taxes/Misc/Admin: $14.71
Budget Balancing: $30.08 (some teams have more players, others less, some pay less 
fees or higher fees, coaches pay varies also depending on licensing etc etc)
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-Game Refund (in this example, 7 games missed):$39.72/player(see 2.1)

-Game Fees to be paid to IYSA (in this example only 1 game played): 
((512+100)/8)/16 players= $4.78/player 

In Summary, $345-($133.08+$39.72+$4.78) = $167.42

Remaining for Payroll: $167.42/player. This would have been used for 
payroll expenses on a regular season and includes pay for the 
following jobs: Club manager, director of coaching, Head coaches,Pro 
coaches, goal keeping, marketing director, registrar, web master, 
social media coordinator, treasurer/bookkeeper, and uniform 
coordinator.

Based on the training time for this team (see at the beginning of 
this section), we estimated this example team missed half of the 
training.

The player refund based on training lost is: 
$167.42/2 = $83.71/player 

Training Refund: $83.71/player

2.3. TOTAL REFUND PER PLAYER

Total = $39.72/player (Games Refund) + $83.71 (Training Refund); 
Total Refund = $123.43/player 

Recall for this case, the player fee was $345, the team 
trained 1/2 of the scheduled training & it played 1 game.

Finally remember that this refund policy is for COVID19 interruption/cancellation but in
your soccer registration in gotsoccer, you will sign the usual yearly agreement which 
reflects wording for any player quitting for any other reason. Also, uniforms and apparel 
are not refundable as they are custom made.

2.4 APPEALS

We will allow families 1 month from the pertinent team refund communication to appeal
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this decision. This would allow to correct refunds in some individual cases. For 
example, even if most of a team could have been training on Stage 3, some families did 
not feel comfortable and missed some additional training until Stage 4 kicked in. A 
sample appeal verbiage would be:

We have done the best we can in reviewing all possibilities for 
refunds, budgets etc, and also whenever possible, we obtained 
participation information from your coach or coaches. However, we are
open to review individual cases if you disagree with this 
determination. Please send an e-mail to help@realsoccerclub.org with 
the following SUBJECT for easy processing:

Subject: <Family Name> <Team Name> – COVID-19 Refund Review 
Request

Please explain and attach any information you think is relevant for 
your case. Please do so before ___________ at 11:59PM MT. If you 
appeal and have not heard from us before _____________ at 11:59PM MT,
please send a text message to 208-713-8924.

We hope this document has been informative. Please do not hesitate to give us feedback 
through our web form at:

https://realsoccerclub.org/contact-us/ 

We are hoping the league this year can be played normally and we do not have to go 
through what we lived last Spring. This would mean conditions out there are safe and 
our kids can enjoy playing the game we love!

Vamos! Uno, dos y tres, Real!

Juanjo Carmona
Real SC
President
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